GENERAL FUNDS (110000)

CHECKING BUDGET STATUS USING INTERNET NATIVE BANNER
Including Salaries & Wages, Student Wages, CSSM, Equipment & Transfers

Remove the check from the INCLUDE REVENUE ACCOUNTS box.

Enter the ORGANIZATION AND FUND codes. It’s not necessary to enter the PROGRAM code.

Do not enter an ACCOUNT or ACCOUNT TYPE.
**GENERAL FUNDS (110000)**

**CHECKING BUDGET STATUS USING INTERNET NATIVE BANNER**
Including Salaries & Wages, Student Wages, CSSM, Equipment & Transfers

The AVAILABLE BALANCE represents the ADJUSTED BUDGET minus YTD ACTIVITY minus COMMITMENTS. (COMMITMENTS = ENCUMBRANCES + RESERVATIONS).
DESIGNATED (12xxxx), AGENCY (8xxxxx) & RESTRICTED (2xxxxx) FUNDS

CHECKING BUDGET STATUS USING INTERNET NATIVE BANNER
(PROCEDURES DO NOT APPLY TO GRANTS)

Screen FGIBDST

Note that INCLUDE REVENUE ACCOUNTS is already checked.

Enter the FUND number; in most cases, the ORGANIZATION and PROGRAM codes will default.

Do not enter an ACCOUNT or ACCOUNT TYPE.
DESIGNATED (12xxxx), AGENCY (8xxxxx) & RESTRICTED (2xxxxx) FUNDS

CHECKING BUDGET STATUS USING INTERNET NATIVE BANNER
(PROCEDURES DO NOT APPLY TO GRANTS)

The true available balance is the NET TOTAL of the YTD ACTIVITY column, less any COMMITMENTS.

DO NOT use the AVAILABLE BALANCE column for these funds.
GENERAL FUNDS (110000)

CHECKING BUDGET STATUS by ACCOUNT TYPE USING INB

Entering an ACCOUNT before submitting a query will result in a query containing data for each ACCOUNT equal to or greater than the specified ACCOUNT. For example, see the screen below for results of entering ACCOUNT 6801. (If you check the QUERY SPECIFIC ACCOUNT box, the results will show data only for the ACCOUNT specified.)

The NET TOTAL includes STUDENT WAGES + CSSM + TRANSFERS + EQUIPMENT. It does not include SALARIES, WAGES OR BENEFITS.
Entering 7001 in ACCOUNT means that only ACCOUNTs equal to or greater than 7001 will be included in the query. Therefore, the NET TOTAL includes only CSSM + TRANSFERS + EQUIPMENT. It does not include SALARIES, WAGES OR BENEFITS or STUDENT WAGES.